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Chapter 3 SELECTIVE HARMONIC ELIMINATION
3.1 Introduction
The selective harmonic elimination (SHE) control technique was one of the earliest
forms of control applied to optimise voltage-source inverter performance. The control
scheme offers low harmonic distortion whilst regulating the amplitude of the desired
fundamental frequency component. The switching frequency can be very low and so
the older thyristor-based inverters’ performance was not limited by the power device
switching speed [3.1 - 3.3]. SHE control is now less popular because of advances in
power semiconductor technology making higher frequency PWM more attractive, but
for very high power systems the control scheme still offers advantages.
In the case of multilevel inverters, the extra voltage levels available offer additional
degrees of freedom in minimising total harmonic distortion by pre-computation of the
timing of the switching pattern. The earliest proposed multilevel neutral point clamped
inverter [3.4] was controlled using the SHE technique. In its basic form, it achieves
the lowest number of switching transitions in the inverter giving a staircase-shaped
output phase voltage.
This chapter presents the results of an investigation by simulation on a SHE-controlled
flying-capacitor inverter. The focus is on the effect of cell-capacitor voltage ripple on
overall performance and the voltage balancing approach which minimises harmonic
distortion and capacitor size. This form of control, however, is not suitable for low
cycle frequency operation, since the required inverter capacitors would be
impractically large. Therefore, the analysis has focussed on a fixed operating
frequency. This is 50 Hz in the case of a European grid-connected inverter.
The simulator developed specifically for this research study will be used to illustrate
the behaviour of the flying-capacitor inverter under steady–state and transient
conditions. The simulator’s ability to model the behaviour of a real digital logic
implementation will also aid the development of laboratory hardware for experimental
verification of the theoretical analysis. Simulator output includes time- and frequencydomain data files which are post-processed using MATLAB, mainly for graphical
representation, to highlight the main conclusions of this work.
The inverter circuit to be investigated by simulation (and later experimentally) is a
four-cell inverter. The circuit diagram of the main power components is shown in
Figure 3.1.1. The inverter can synthesise five voltage levels at each phase terminal
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with respect to the dc link neutral point, so providing a load line to line voltage with
up to nine distinct voltage levels. The inverter model is based around a single unit
cell-capacitor rating, and so four capacitors are in parallel across the dc link. The dc
link capacitors are fed by an ideal voltage source which prevents the capacitor voltage
dropping when current flows from the supply, but their voltages are allowed to
increase when any energy is returned as indicated by the blocking diode. The
emphasis of the work is on the control of the inverter itself, in particular optimisation
of the inverter parameters to improve the output power quality, as measured by the
THD of the line voltage and phase current. The simulations were performed on a
simple RL load, with a zero back e.m.f.
The simulation work progresses logically by analysing control and parameter effects
individually so that a clear picture as to an optimum control strategy can be assessed.
The control scheme is first benchmarked under ideal conditions. The interaction
between the cell-capacitance and the load parameters is analysed in detail, and an
attempt is made at quantifying the behaviour in a normalised fashion. Here the
concept of an open-loop sensorless pattern-based balancing strategy to maintain all
voltages in the inverter within safe operating bands is introduced. This analysis is used
to aid the design of a practical inverter based on real power switches and practical
sized capacitors. The performance is then assessed over the whole operating range and
the contribution of power switch loss to operation quantified. Finally, the inverter’s
behaviour is investigated under a number of different transient conditions; namely dc
link extreme events, stepped load variation and stepped output voltage demand.

Figure 3.1.1: Five-level flying-capacitor inverter circuit used for simulation
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3.2 Optimal SHE Control
The selective harmonic elimination angle commutation (SHE) control is used to
eliminate one or more harmonics and regulating the fundamental amplitude. The
angles are pre-computed using the Newton-Raphson method to solve the roots of the
set of non-linear equations for the odd harmonics components. The number of angles
is equal to the number of controlled frequency components. Typically in a real system
the angles would also be pre-stored in memory look-up table rather than computed
real-time every cycle as this provides the most efficient implementation.
In its simplest form, where the resultant waveform has the shape of a staircase shown
in Figure 3.2.1, the number of controlled components is equal to half the number of
cells in the inverter due to the requirement for symmetry around the mean level. With
basic SHE control, the four-cell, five-level inverter under investigation can only be
controlled with the fundamental regulated and one harmonic eliminated. The
following equations must be solved using the Newton-Raphson method to obtain the
required control angles
cos(α1 ) + cos(α 2 ) =

π ma
2

cos(5α1 ) + cos(5α 2 ) = 0

… (3.2.1)
… (3.2.2)

where

α1 and α 2 are the angles at which a level transition occurs.

Figure 3.2.1: Two angle SHE control ideal inverter voltages, ma = 0.85
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The SHE method can be extended in multilevel inverters [3.5] by introducing two
symmetric step-down pulses within the staircase waveforms and eliminating two
additional harmonics, as shown in Figure 3.2.2. The optimum angles, α1 through α4,
are again computed using the Newton-Raphson method but where the α3 cosine terms
are negative. The MATLAB script for finding these four angles can be found in
Appendix A. The four simultaneous equations that have to be solved are
cos(α1 ) + cos(α 2 ) − cos(α 3 ) + cos(α 4 ) =

π ma
2

… (3.2.3)

cos(5α1 ) + cos(5α 2 ) − cos(5α 3 ) + cos(5α 4 ) = 0

… (3.2.4)

cos(7α1 ) + cos(7α 2 ) − cos(7α 3 ) + cos(7α 4 ) = 0

… (3.2.5)

cos(11α1 ) + cos(11α 2 ) − cos(11α 3 ) + cos(11α 4 ) = 0

… (3.2.6)

Figure 3.2.2: Four angle SHE control ideal inverter voltages, ma = 0.85

This method can be extended to higher orders of harmonic elimination, but obtaining a
solution can be extremely difficult and other approaches have been suggested. Enjeti
and Lindsay [3.6] used linear approximations to the angle solutions to improve
algorithm convergence, while the Chiasson, Tolbert et al. [3.7] have applied the theory
of resultants to find solutions from an equivalent set of polynomial equations
representing the original simultaneous equations. Most recently, Agelidis et al. [3.8]
applied a minimisation technique in combination with a randomised search in order to
reduce the computation time.
The amount of pre-computational effort and increased memory storage requirements
for a higher order SHE scheme are disadvantages and only offer slight improvement
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over a PWM implementation in a real-time control scheme. Therefore, only two SHE
schemes will be used in the simulation and analysis of the flying-capacitor inverter.
The simulator is used to confirm the validity of the pre-computed angles for the two
SHE methods; hereon referred to as SHE-4H2 and SHE-4H4 to indicate inverter cell
number and number of frequency components controlled. In each case, the lowest
possible harmonic is limited, excluding the triplen harmonics which will be cancelled
in the three-phase load. Therefore SHE-4H2 eliminates the 5th, and SHE-4H4
eliminates the 5th, 7th and 11th. This should give the lowest harmonic distortion in the
current waveform due to the first-order filtering characteristic of an inductive load.
To validate and compare simulation and computation of SHE angles, the normalised
voltage harmonic spectra for the two control schemes are shown in Figure 3.2.3 and
Figure 3.2.4. These are the spectral signatures of the voltage waveforms shown in the
previous figures, with a ma = 0.85, and computed using an inbuilt FFT algorithm to
obtain the frequency harmonics. They illustrate the desired elimination of low order
harmonics.

Figure 3.2.3: Ideal voltage spectra for SHE-4H2, and ma = 0.85
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Figure 3.2.4: Ideal voltage spectra for SHE-4H4, and ma = 0.85

Figure 3.2.5 and Figure 3.2.6 show the variations in THD and DF1 for SHE-4H2 and
SHE-4H4 control. For amplitude modulation indexes below 0.4, it is impossible to
make use of harmonic elimination without compromising the fundamental amplitude,
when using SHE-4H2 staircase approach. SHE-4H4 can eliminate the 5th and 7th
harmonics below ma = 0.4, and it is able to eliminate the three low order harmonics up
to ma = 0.9, apart from a region around ma = 0.65, where no unique solutions can be
found.

Figure 3.2.5: Line voltage THD variation with modulation index
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Figure 3.2.6: Line voltage DF1 variation with modulation level index

The figures illustrate that a line voltage THD level in the region of 20% is achievable
using all schemes above ma = 0.6 with very little difference between them. This low
harmonic capability at low switching frequency is one of the many benefits of
multilevel inverters. The DF1 performance, which is an indicator of an inductive load
current harmonic distortion content, does however show a benefit in using more than
two angles where the first significant harmonic is the 13th. Increasing the number of
commutation angles to eliminate higher harmonics has practical limitations. It is
difficult to obtain solutions over all ma values, and it would increase the complexity of
the control implementation. The practical implementation for angle control will use
counter-comparators for each reference angle. SHE-4H4 can be implemented using
four such digital logic blocks and is consistent with a reusable approach envisaged in a
universal digital controller for implementing other PWM schemes. Selective harmonic
elimination control scheme can be likened to a PWM scheme with a low carrier
frequency, and is often referred to in the literature as SHE-PWM. This term
generically defines all pre-computed angle control schemes which do not result in
staircase waveforms.
It would be possible to increase the number of switching events and harmonics
eliminated, but the digital control implementation is limited to only four counters and
comparators. Therefore, the optimum control scheme to be used for the investigation
will employ SHE-4H4 for ma less than 0.9, and SHE-4H2 above that level up to the
maximum achievable ma = 1.15. A waterfall plot, Figure 3.2.7, best illustrates the
amplitudes of the spectral components below 1000 Hz for a 50 Hz fundamental. It
graphically illustrates the marked reduction in low order harmonics achievable in an
ideal system. The lack of solutions for harmonic elimination around ma = 0.65 is clear
from the peaks at the 5th and 7th present in the spectra. The triplen harmonic
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elimination in the line voltage across the balanced three-phase is also clear in the
waterfall plot.

Figure 3.2.7: Ideal line voltage spectrum versus ma, for optimised SHE scheme

3.3 Pattern Balancing Control Strategy
The four-cell, five-level flying-capacitor inverter can be controlled in a balanced
manner under steady-state conditions by cycling through a set of switching patterns.
This is an open-loop mode of control with no capacitor voltage measurement, and
relies on the natural self-balancing behaviour of the flying-capacitor inverter. To
achieve self-balancing, the overall pattern is repeated once every four cycles (number
of cells), with different switch states used at the same voltage level of each cycle. This
ensures that all four possible switch states are used, and ideally the mean current
flowing in all capacitors is zero under steady-state conditions. This approach is
illustrated in Figure 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.3.1: Ideal phase waveforms with 45o lagging current

This section describes the optimum pattern selection for balancing the inverter’s cell
capacitors. A sensed voltage balancing scheme is also proposed and compared with
the open-loop pattern balancing approach. The following terms are used throughout
the discussion:
state: refers to the inverter switch condition
sequence: refers to a set of inverter states from level -1 to +1
pattern: refers to a set of sequences for balancing over four cycles

3.3.1 Switching States in a Four-Cell Inverter
In the four-cell chopper circuit shown in Figure 3.3.2 which forms one phase limb of
the three-phase inverter, there are 16 distinct switching states. Operation in each
switching state causes a different change in voltage across the three cell-capacitors.
The switching states and the net change for a positive load current in each cell
capacitor voltage are listed in Table 3.3.1. As can be seen in the table, the four level
0.5 and -0.5 states all lead to different charging effects in the three cell-capacitors, and
this is the reason why cycling is required in order to balance the inverter.
In the case of the level 0 switching states, these can be grouped in three pairs with
complementary charging characteristics. The complementary pairs are states 3 & C,
states 5 & A and states 6 & 9.
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Figure 3.3.2: Four-cell inverter phase-limb circuit

Switching
State
S4S3S2S1

Output
Voltage Level

Voltage
Change
C3

Voltage
Change
C2

Voltage
Change
C1

0000 (0)

-1.0

0001 (1)

-0.5

0010 (2)

-0.5

0100 (4)

-0.5

-VE

1000 (8)

-0.5

+VE

0011 (3)

0

0101 (5)

0

-VE

0110 (6)

0

-VE

+VE

1001 (9)

0

+VE

-VE

1010 (A)

0

+VE

1100 (C)

0

0111 (7)

+0.5

-VE

1011 (B)

+0.5

+VE

1101 (D)

+0.5

1110 (E)

+0.5

1111 (F)

+1.0

-VE
-VE

+VE

+VE
-VE
+VE

-VE

-VE

+VE

+VE
-VE
-VE

+VE
-VE

Table 3.3.1: Capacitor voltage net change for each inverter limb switching state

Despite the large number of possible switching sequences in SHE staircase control,
the number effectively is limited to those with only one switch state transition per
level change, in order to ensure that switching losses are minimised. The number of
allowable transitions between switching states in the four-cell inverter is illustrated in
Figure 3.3.3. The switching state of the inverter is represented as a binary number
with the most significant bit controlling the outer complementary switch pair nearest
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the dc link (S4). ‘1’ indicates that the upper switch is in conduction and contributes to
a net voltage level to the inverter output. The figure shows that there are:
4 possible paths between level -1 and a level -0.5;
3 possible paths between any level -0.5 and a level 0;
2 possible paths between any levels 0 and a level +0.5;
1 possible path between any level +0.5 and level +1;
Therefore, 24 different sequences of switching states can be used when stepping-up in
voltage level between -1 and +1.

Figure 3.3.3: Allowable transitions between level states

3.3.2 Switching Pattern Selection
To analyse pattern selection, it is first assumed that the load filters all harmonics of the
fundamental, and so that the load current waveform is a perfect sinusoid. In the
majority of applications, the load is inductive and the phase current lags the phase
voltage fundamental component. Figure 3.3.4 shows that relationship between the
phase voltage and current under staircase SHE control. The figure also shows the
component of load current which can flow through the cell-capacitors for two
intermediary voltage levels. As can be seen from level 0 operation, the current is of
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equal amplitude but of opposite polarity in the two halves of the staircase voltage
cycle. This means that under ideal conditions, the same switching state could be used
throughout for level 0 synthesis, since the mean current is zero. This can only be done
for one of the cycles because of the requirement for cycling through all four levels 0.5 and +0.5 switching states, with minimum switching transitions. There is no
symmetry to exploit in the level +0.5 case but four cycle rotating of switching states
can only be used to maintain next zero charging. Also there is no symmetry in the load
current to exploit for balancing purposes when operating at level +0.5, so all four
switching states have to be cycled through.

Figure 3.3.4: Idealised phase waveforms with 45o lagging current

A good starting point in identifying valid balancing switching patterns is to keep the
individual level switching states the same over one complete cycle, thus forming a
sequence. The following labelling is used for each cycle sequence,
U

M
L

where
L is level -0.5 switching state, using hexadecimal notation
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M is level 0 switching state, using hexadecimal notation
U is level +0.5 switching state, using hexadecimal notation
For instance, if the switching states to be used in one cycle are [0000], [0001], [1001],
D

[1101] and [1111], then the switching sequence is 9 . Using the above sequence
1

labelling, the 24 possible switching sequences are as follows:
7

B

7

D

B

D

7

B

7

E

B

E

7

D

7

E

D

E

B

D

B

E

D

E

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

8

8

8

8

8

8

3, 3, 5, 5, 9, 9, 3, 3, 6 , 6 , A , A , 5, 5, 6 , 6 , C , C , 9, 9, A , A , C , C
From inspection of the switching pattern permutations, it is clear that there are groups
of 6 pattern permutations made up of just 4 individual sequences, where the sequence
order is varied. The basic requirement is that all four -0.5 and +0.5 level states are
used, but the level 0 states can be taken from either one complementary pair set or two
sets. There are in fact 24 different groups of switching sequences that meet the
minimum switching transition criteria. These groups of sequences are listed in Table
3.3.2, with the level 0 contributing states shown as reference.

Level 0

Switching Sequence Groups
7

3+C and 6+9
3+C and 5+A

D

B

7

E

D

B

7

E

D

2

4

8

B

D

E

1

2

4

8

3, 6 , C , 9
1

2

4

8

9, 3, 6 , C
1

7

B

D

E

B

E

7

D

7

1

2

4

8

7

B

E

D

1

2

4

8

E

3, A , 5, C
1

2

4

8

5, 3, C , A
1

2

4

8

D

E

7

B

B

7

D

E

1

2

4

8

D

B

7

E

9, 3, 6 , C
1

2

4

8

D

7

E

B

1

2

4

8

D

E

7

B

5, 3, C , A

5, A , 6 , 9

5, A , 6 , 9

9, 6 , 5, A
1

2

4

8

9, 6 , 5, A
1

2

4

8

7

B

D

7

B

E

B

7

D

E

B

7

E

D

1

2

4

8

1

2

4

8

7

B

D

E

7

E

D

B

1

2

4

8

1

2

4

8

B

7

E

D

B

E

7

D

1

2

4

8

1

2

4

8

3, 3, C , C

5+A

B

3, 6 , C , 9
3, A , 5, C

6+9 and 5+A
3+C

E

5, A , 5, A

6+9

9, 6 , 6 , 9

D

3, 3, C , C
5, A , 5, A
9, 6 , 6 , 9

3, 3, C , C
1

2

4

8

D

B

7

E

1

2

4

8

D

7

E

B

1

2

4

8

5, A , 5, A
9, 6 , 6 , 9

3, 3, C , C
1

2

4

8

D

E

7

B

1

2

4

8

D

E

7

B

1

2

4

8

5, A , 5, A
9, 6 , 6 , 9

Table 3.3.2: 24 groups of switching sequences

Taking the upper left group in the table as an example, the 6 pattern permutations in
this group are as follows:
7 E D B

7 E B D

7 D E B

7 D BE

7 BE D

7 B D E

1 2 4 8

1 2 8 4

1 4 2 8

1 4 8 2

1 8 2 4

1 8 4 2

36 C 9 , 369 C , 3 C 69 , 3 C 9 6 , 39 6 C , 39 C 6
Therefore, there are 144 valid balancing patterns that meet the minimum switch
transition criterion. With such a large number of possible balancing patterns it would
be beneficial to identify rules with in the pattern itself which will lead to improved
performance. It would make sense that large variations in the capacitor voltages would
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lead to poorer output power quality with larger harmonic distortion, and potentially
lead to over-voltage stress in the power semiconductors.
With reference to Figure 3.3.5, showing levels -0.5 and +0.5 highlighted when the
phase current amplitude is maximum, a pattern rule can be deduced which should
reduce overall capacitor voltage ripple. These regions will have the largest levels of
capacitor voltage variation. In the pattern, the sequence is changed after level -1, so if
the switching state at level +0.5 in the previous sequence gives the same polarity
voltage change as the next sequence’s switching state at level -0.5, then this is to be
avoided. Therefore preferred patterns should not include the next level -0.5 state being
the 1’s complement of the previous level +0.5 state. For instance, state 8 [1000]
should not follow state 7 [0111] and visa versa. This means that the first rule states
that the following consecutive sequences pairs are not preferred:
7

X

E

X

D

X

B

X

X

8

X

1

X

2

X

4

X X , X X , X X and X X

Figure 3.3.5: Idealised phase waveforms with 45o lagging current

The second rule regards the charging/discharging of capacitors within a cycle
sequence. When adjacent cells are in a different conduction state, then the capacitor
between the cells lies in the current path, and so its voltage will change. Again, with
regard to the peak and trough of the current occurring around level +0.5 and level -0.5
respectively, it is preferable that as many as possible cells are in the same state at both
levels. Priority for this rule can be assigned to the higher voltage capacitor, C3, which
will see the largest voltage change, and in this case S4S3 should be the same.
Therefore, level -0.5 state is 4 [0100], then state 7 [0111] is preferred for level +0.5.
This also means that 8 [1000] and B [1011] are preferred within a sequence. Another
condition applied to state transitions within a sequence is only to switch one cell
transistor pair at a time. This means that only four sequences would be preferred for
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minimising the voltage variation on C3 over one sequence cycle, and in each case the
C3 is in the same current path throughout the cycle. These are
7

7

B

B

4

4

8

8

5 , 6 , 9 and A
Taking the first sequence as an example, Figure 3.3.6 shows the resultant current
flowing through C3. As can be seen, there is symmetry in the cell-capacitor current
and so the mean value is zero leading to no net change in cell-capacitor voltage

Figure 3.3.6: Idealised phase waveforms and C3 current

This second rule can be applied also C2, and to C1, so there are a further four preferred
sequences for inclusion in a pattern, namely
D

D

E

E

4

4

2

2

5 , C , 6 and A
It is now possible to make a judgement as to which pattern will give a better
performance with lowest cell-capacitor voltage ripple. By first eliminating patterns
that break the first rule governing consecutive sequences, and then examining the
remaining balancing patterns, the following pattern is predicted to offer the best
performance:
7 E D B

36 C 9
1 2 4 8

… PATTERN #1

This pattern does not have any consecutive sequences which break the first rule
governing the level +0.5 followed by level -0.5. This pattern also contains 2 sequences
from the second rule which have preferred state combinations for levels -0.5 and +0.5.
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The various balancing patterns can also be screened for ones which are likely to cause
poor overall performance. One such pattern which breaks the first rule and only has
one good sequence from the second rule for C1 is
7 B E D

3 AC 5
2 8 4 1

… PATTERN #2

The above analysis is based on the assumption that the load is inductive with a lagging
phase current. The same rule-based analysis can be done for other load characteristics.
In the case of a leading phase current angle, the second rule governing a sequence still
applies, but the first rule’s reasoning is the same but applied this time to a sequence
level -0.5 state followed by the next sequence level +0.5 state.

3.3.3 Comparison of Balanced Switching Patterns
To confirm that the rules governing better performing patterns is valid, detailed
simulations were run on the two switching patterns identified previously. The
simulation results are presented in Table 3.3.3, together with results for the ideal case
when the inverter is perfectly balanced and there is no capacitor voltage variation. The
dc link voltage was set to 400 V and the SHE-4H2 5th harmonic elimination control
settings were ma = 1 and a fundamental frequency of 50 Hz. The phase voltage
fundamental is therefore 141.4 Vrms and the line voltage fundamental is 244.9 rms. A
basic R = 2.5 Ω, L = 7.958 mH load model was used (displacement power factor =
0.707) and the individual cell-capacitance is 10 mF. The energy factor, ξ, is 30 s-1 and
the nominal output power for an equivalent ideal sinusoidal system is 12 kW.
The results indicate good correlation with the predicted performance based on the
analysis of the balancing patterns and the rules governing the behaviour of the
7 E D B

capacitor voltage ripple. As predicted PATTERN #1, 36 C 9 , has lower output
1 2 4 8

7 B E D

waveform harmonic distortion compared to PATTERN #2, 3 AC 5 . The table also
2 8 4 1

shows that by optimum pattern selection the phase and line voltage THD can be lower
than the ideal case, with fixed capacitor voltages. However, because of the additional
sub- and inter harmonics at the low frequency, phase current THD is higher. The DF1
term indicates good correlation in predicting the THD of the phase current for this
particular simple inductive load. In reality, the phase current THD is the lowest
achievable, and for an induction motor the distortion will be greater due to a lesser
filtering effect of the smaller phase resistance and leakage inductance.
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Parameter

Ideal

PATTERN#1

PATTERN#2

Actual modulation depth, ma

1.000

1.029

1.030

True power factor

0.694

0.697

0.686

Phase voltage THD (%)

19.25

16.92

23.81

Line voltage THD (%)

14.53

13.07

19.88

Line voltage DF1 (%)

1.25

3.56

9.38

Phase current THD (%)

1.76

3.49

9.41

Capacitor mean voltages
(% p.u. cell)

100.0

98.0

75.7

200.0

198.4

197.5

300.0

312.1

333.2

400.0

400.0

401.9

100.0

112.4

105.1

200.0

212.1

239.0

300.0

332.3

369.3

400.0

418.2

431.0

100.0

112.4

105.1

100.0

128.6

170.1

100.0

167.8

205.9

100.0

137.2

140.3

Capacitor peak voltages
(% p.u. cell)

Switch peak blocking voltages
(% p.u. cell)

Table 3.3.3: Results breakdown comparison for example patterns and ideal case

The simulated output power and voltage regulation do not show any marked
difference due to the different patterns adopted. There is a 3% error in the actual
modulation depth as expressed as the ratio of the peak of the fundamental frequency
component to half the dc link, and is due to the capacitor ripple voltages. A correlation
can be seen between load true power factor and THD, as would be expected, since the
distortion is an unwanted component contributing only to circulating energy.
Figures 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 show the output waveforms for the two balancing schemes and
clearly show the effect the variations in capacitor voltage have on the voltage
waveforms. The current waveforms in both cases are essentially sinusoidal since the
load is an ideal resistor plus inductor and the harmonic distortion is low. The phase
waveforms do not give a clear indication of the harmonic content differences between
the patterns. However, the line voltage for the PATTERN #2 does show marked
distortion compared to PATTERN #1.
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Figure 3.3.7: Phase waveforms, PATTERN #1 (top), PATTERN #2 (bottom)

Figure 3.3.8: Line voltages, PATTERN #1 (top), PATTERN #2 (bottom)

The difference in THD between the two balancing pattern control schemes is reflected
in the respective frequency spectra. Figure 3.3.9 shows the line voltage spectrum for
the two cases, with the frequency components normalised with respect to the
fundamental. There are now sub- and inter-harmonics present in the spectra due to the
capacitor voltage variations compared with the ideal case. This ought to cause an
increase in the THD, but this is not the case for the better pattern. The variations in the
capacitor voltages cause the 7th order harmonic to reduce but not at the expense of
greater harmonic distortion and additional sub- and inter-harmonic components. The
phase current spectra compared in Figure 3.3.10 also show the increased harmonics at
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lower frequency, with the 100 Hz and 125 Hz components especially prominent in the
PATTERN #2 case.

Figure 3.3.9: Line voltage spectrum, PATTERN #1 (top), PATTERN #2 (bottom)

Figure 3.3.10: Phase current spectrum, PATTERN #1 (top), PATTERN #2
(bottom)

The difference in the spectrum between the two schemes can be explained by a
noticeable increase in the lower sub- and inter-harmonics, especially the even
harmonics, such as the 100 Hz component, which would not be present in an ideal
system. These even harmonics can only be generated by asymmetry in the phase
voltage. Given that the dc component is effectively zero, the interspersion of varying
capacitor voltages on the resultant phase voltage must introduce asymmetry.
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The even harmonics present in both patterns points due to a 12.5 Hz fundamental
frequency component being present within the system, and its amplification by poor
selection of switching pattern. This fundamental component is due to the balancing
pattern control strategy and caused by patterns only repeating every four cycles, i.e.
12.5 Hz.
The capacitor voltage waveforms are the most revealing when viewed in the timedomain. Figure 3.3.11 shows the individual cell-capacitor voltages, plotted on the
same zero axis for reference, of the inverter controlled by the two balancing pattern
schemes. With PATTERN #1, voltage ripple is reasonably low with blocking voltage
variations peaking at ±50 % of the nominal values. There can be seen an 80 ms
repetition rate in the waveforms and this is most obvious in the capacitor voltages in
the poorer performing pattern: a clear indication that this is the primary mechanism
for harmonic distortion or even selective harmonic attenuation for the better pattern.

Figure 3.3.11: Capacitor voltages, PATTERN #1 (top), PATTERN #2 (bottom)

3.3.4 Comparison of Balanced Patterns with Different Energy Factors
A revealing comparison of the performance under the different balancing patterns can
be made by varying the energy factor, ξ, so that the voltage ripple level varies. Figure
3.3.12 shows the variation in line voltage THD when controlling with the two
different patterns. Note that the larger the value of ξ, the smaller the individual cellcapacitance, and so system size and cost can be thought of as decreasing to the left. As
can be seen, the performance deviates away from the ideal achievable level, in a
beneficial fashion for the best pattern, and detrimentally for the poorer performing
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pattern. The phase current THD characteristics, shown in Figure 3.3.13, also show
marked improvement when PATTERN #1 is used for balancing.

Figure 3.3.12: Variation of line voltage THD with energy factor, ξ

Figure 3.3.13: Variation of phase current THD with energy factor, ξ

3.3.5 Effect of Optimum Balancing Pattern on Different SHE Schemes
The aim of section is to ascertain the effect on output harmonic distortion over the
whole range of modulation indexes. The balancing pattern selection was based on the
simplest staircase SHE-4H2 control, and so it is important to see the influence it has
on SHE-4H4 performance.
Figures 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 show the variations in the THD for the line voltage and
phase current as a function of ma when the best switching pattern is applied to balance
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the cell-capacitor voltages. The line voltage THD is similar to the ideal case with no
capacitor voltage ripple for forms of SHE control. However, the phase current THD
for SHE-4H4 is actually worse than the simpler SHE-4H2 scheme, indicating that the
variation in cell-capacitor voltages for the optimum pattern has detrimental effect on
harmonic generation. This result suggests that the positive benefits of an optimally
selected balancing pattern are only applicable to a staircase output waveform. The
reduction in harmonic distortion achievable in higher switching frequency forms of
SHE control under ideal cell-capacitor voltage conditions will be negated by the suband inter-harmonic generation due to the pattern-based balancing strategy. Therefore,
only the staircase form, SHE-4H2, will be considering in the remaining part of this
chapter.

Figure 3.3.14: Line voltage THD variation with achieved modulation index

Figure 3.3.15: Phase current THD variation with achieved modulation index
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3.3.6 Closed-Loop Capacitor Voltage Balancing
Although the flying-capacitor inverter has a natural self-balancing characteristic, it is
recognised that pattern control without voltage sensors will not cope well when the
load parameters vary considerably within a cycle [3.9]. There have been a number of
proposed schemes for maintaining balanced regulation of the cell-capacitor voltages
specifically under PWM control [3.10, 3.11]. No work has been reported for balancing
when using staircase SHE control and so an algorithm which will accomplish
balanced operation is proposed in this section.
It has already been demonstrated that there is a relationship between the level of
harmonic distortion in the output waveforms and the cell-capacitor voltage ripple
amplitude. By sensing the capacitor voltages and using optimised switching state
selection, the large variations in capacitor voltages seen especially for PATTERN #2
should be reduced.
The proposed method employs comparators for an upper and lower voltage level band
for each capacitor. Their output states are combined so that the signals for each
capacitor are shown in Table 3.3.4. This uses the relationship between the switch state
of those mutually connected to a capacitor and charging/discharging behaviour
dependency on current direction. For instance, an adjacent two cells’ state of ‘10’ with
a positive phase current flowing will boost the voltage across the capacitor connected
between the cells.

Capacitor

Over-voltage Condition

Under-voltage Condition

Positive
Current

Negative
Current

Positive
Current

Negative
Current

C3

0100

1000

1000

0100

C2

0010

0100

0100

0010

C1

0001

0010

0010

0001

Table 3.3.4: Truth table for capacitor voltage comparators

Using these comparator signals, a simple algorithm for a four-cell inverter can be
implemented to decide the optimum switching state to apply to the inverter at a given
level. A flow diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.3.16. The algorithm input
signals are the three comparator outputs C1 - 3 and the required output voltage level
L. The state of the highest voltage capacitor is checked first. If it is within bands
[0000], then the state of the middle capacitor is checked, otherwise the output firing
switching state S is assigned to C3. If C2 is outside the regulation bands then S is
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assigned to C2. The comparator signal C1 for the lowest voltage capacitor is added to
S only if the state of C2 is [0000]. This gives a potential switching state for the
inverter control. If all three capacitor voltages are within the regulation bands, S =
[0000], then the optimum pattern for the given voltage level demand is found using a
look-up table. Otherwise, S is checked to ensure that it will operate the inverter at the
required voltage level. If this is not the case, S is either incremented of decremented
until the switching state gives the appropriate voltage level.

Figure 3.3.16: Flow-chart for closed-loop capacitor voltage balancing

Simulations were conducted under the same conditions as before and the resultant
capacitor voltages are shown in Figure 3.3.17, and compared with the optimum
PATTERN #1 result. This shows that the voltage ripple has been reduced by applying
feedback, but this appears to lead to a pseudo-random behaviour rather than a nicely
repeating waveform as before. The tolerance band was set at ±5%, and it was found
that tighter tolerances caused instability in the simulation. The mean capacitor
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voltages were all kept within 3% of the target values, and the peak voltages were
reduced compared with PATTERN #1. For instance, peak voltage on C3 as a
percentage of the unit cell-voltage was 318.2% compared to 332.3%. This shows that
the algorithm is achieving balanced voltage control with reduced ripple even
compared with the optimum selected pattern. The maximum blocking voltage as a
percentage of unit cell-voltage across any switch was also reduced to 156.4%,
compared to 167.8% for PATTERN #1. This shows that some improvement can be
gained in protecting against over-voltage conditions across the power switch, or it
may be possible to increase output power for a given cell-capacitance.

Figure 3.3.17: Capacitor voltage ripple, PATTERN #1 (top) and regulated
capacitor voltage (bottom)

The effect of the change in capacitor voltage on output power quality is shown in the
plots of line voltage and phase current spectra. For comparison, the PATTERN #1
spectra are also shown in Figures 3.3.18 and 3.3.19. The most interesting feature in
the harmonics is a general increase in the sub- and inter-harmonics, but the 100 Hz
component is noticeably reduced. This is due to the more random nature of the
capacitor ripple waveform effectively spreading the spectral components. This is
reflected in increased line voltage and phase current THD, but the values are still
lower than a poorly selected open-loop balancing pattern, PATTERN #2. These
results indicate that under steady-state conditions, the pre-selected balancing pattern is
preferred due its lower harmonic distortion characteristic, but in a real system the
closed-loop cell-capacitor voltage control would ensure better transient operation.
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Figure 3.3.18: Line voltage spectrum comparison, PATTERN #1 (top) and
regulated capacitor voltage (bottom)

Figure 3.3.19: Phase current spectrum comparison, PATTERN #1 (top) and
regulated capacitor voltage (bottom)

3.4 Optimum Cell-Capacitor Selection
Simulation results so far have demonstrated that by optimum balancing pattern
selection, and certain load conditions, the line voltage THD will actually be below the
theoretical level achievable under the optimum SHE control mode. However, the
improvements in performance are at the expense of increased ripple on the cellcapacitor voltages, and higher voltage peaks across the power semiconductor
switches. In a real system, a compromise has to be found between safe-operation of
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the power switches in terms of maximum voltage blocking capability, reduced
capacitor sizing and cost, and the power quality of the load waveforms.
Potential applications of the flying-capacitor inverter cover a wide range of power
factor loads. Therefore, it is important to have a standardised capacitor selection
methodology. This can be achieved graphically by using the energy factor, ξ, which
combines the load characteristic and the cell-capacitance.

3.4.1 Inverter Characteristics
Simulations were run over a matrix of load displacement power factors and system
energy factors to obtain the THD and peak blocking voltages for each case. The aim is
to provide a set of design characteristics for inverter operation using optimised
balancing pattern, staircase SHE4H2 control. These characteristics represent the
behaviour for a 50 Hz output fundamental frequency, and therefore are normalised to
this frequency. For example, if the output frequency is halved then the energy factor
scale has to be halved. The graphs enable the minimum required unit cell-capacitor
stored energy to be identified for a target load characteristic.
Figures 3.4.1 and Figure 3.4.2 show the contours of THD expected for varying load
DPF and system energy factors. These contours show the predicted harmonic
distortion and are specific to operation at a unity ma demand. The contours for other
control modulation depths also show the same trends. It can be seen that the
proportion of unwanted harmonics power in the total output power increases as the
energy factor is increased. This is especially true in the current harmonic distortion for
the linear inductive load. This reflects a decreasing size of capacitor in terms of
volume/cost in a real system. This should be expected, but it is important that the
behaviour is quantified, so that the inverter design achieves optimal cost versus
performance. It can also be seen that the lower harmonic distortion region lies where
load displacement power factors are around 0.6 to 0.8. This result is pleasing from the
perspective of an inductive type load with lagging current phase angles in the region
of 45o. Symmetry in this performance follows for leading power factors, assuming that
the switching pattern is reversed, since the positive benefits of voltage variation by
charging/discharging sequence on harmonic reduction do occur during the
intermediary voltage synthesis levels.
Figure 3.4.3 shows the variation in phase voltage and current THD as a function of
energy factor for three typical displacement power factors. Also plotted is the
maximum blocking voltage across any of the power switches in the multilevel inverter
under the same conditions. This voltage is the maximum instantaneous difference in
voltage of the two adjacent cell capacitors and shows a greater variation than that seen
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in the individual capacitor voltages. This is because the capacitor voltages can not be
controlled to vary in total sympathy in this type of inverter. Safe-operation under all
conditions calls for higher blocking voltage capability in the power devices. The
actual selection of power device would be based on other factors as well as blocking
voltage. Thermally managed peak operating junction temperatures due to power loss
while commutating the target load currents, and margins on the operating points for
design system life-times will all play their part in the ultimate device selection.

Figure 3.4.1: Contour variation in line voltage THD for different DPF and ξ
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Figure 3.4.2: Contour variation in phase current THD for different DPF and ξ

Figure 3.4.3: Variation in voltage & current THD and normalised blocking
voltage with respect to the energy factor, ξ
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3.4.2 Inverter Design Example
By way of example, the design of a small inverter will be presented in terms of
component selection and maximum capability. The inverter is realisable as a working
model for a real system and therefore will constitute the experimental tool for
verification of the analysis presented in this thesis.
The characteristic contours, Figures 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, presented in the previous
section, can be used to identify the optimum energy factor, ξ, for the inverter for the
known load conditions. The energy factor formula (3.4.1), relating the output power as
a function of the unit capacitor stored energy, can then be used to select the unit cellcapacitor ratings for the inverter.
P = ξ m 2 cos 2 φ Ec

… (3.4.1)

It is desirable that the inverter is demonstrated on a load exhibiting a lagging power
factor in the region of 0.7, typical of a low power induction motor, so an energy
factor, ξ, in the range 10 s-1 to 50 s-1will offer low output voltage harmonic distortion.
With reference to Figure 3.4.3, the maximum allowable peak blocking voltage is to be
set at 150% of the unit cell-capacitor voltage. Therefore, ξ should not be greater then
25 s-1.
The operating output frequency is 50 Hz, so there is no need to scale the energy factor.
The maximum load power of at about 1.0 kW, so by rearranging the energy
relationship (3.4.1), the required energy storage for the four cell inverter (m = 4) can
be calculated as follows:
Ec >

P
ξm cos 2 φ
2

… (3.4.2)

Ec > 5.1 J

… (3.4.3)

On a 400 V dc link, where the unit cell-voltage is 100 V, the required capacitance has
to be greater than 1.02 mF in order to avoid excessive voltages across the switches.
For the practical inverter, standard rated 1 mF, 200 V capacitors, are readily available
and will be used. The power switches will need to cope with a peak voltage of 150 V,
but for experimental purposes standard 600 V devices would be desirable since the
ripple voltages will be allowed to increase above the design limits used earlier. The
IRFGPC30KD, a 600 V, 30 A, IGBT manufactured by International Rectifier, and
which incorporates an anti-parallel diode of equivalent rating, is appropriate.
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3.5 Steady-State Performance of Simulated Inverter
This section explores, by simulation, the expected performance of the four-cell flyingcapacitor inverter design for a requirement to supply a typical 1.0 kW three-phase
lagging phase current load. The aim is incorporate the actual system components to be
found in the experimental laboratory set-up.
The practical inverter design has four cells per phase and will use 1 mF unit cellcapacitors. An optimised value for ξ of 25 s-1 is required for expected load
displacement power factors of 0.7 and above in normal operating conditions. This will
limit the peak blocking voltage to around 150 % of the nominal cell-capacitor voltage
and give good output harmonic quality performance when controlled using optimised
SHE and the optimised balancing PATTERN #1.
Therefore, the load parameters for simulation are R = 30 Ω, L = 97.4 mH, which sets
the ideal load displacement power factor to 0.7 and gives the optimum ξ. The
individual capacitor mean voltages are 100 V with a 400 V dc link. This will result in
a maximum theoretical load power of 980 W. The simulator has a library of different
power switch models including the IRFGPC30KD IBGT/diode combination selected
for the experimental inverter design.
The simulator’s iteration time-step is set to 40 ns since the simulated digital control
system is clocked at 25 MHz. The four-cell inverter limb requires four 50 Hz cycles
before repeating the firing balancing pattern, so the performance results are processed
from 32768 data samples taken over an 80 ms period.

3.5.1 Overall Inverter Performance
The simulated steady-state operating electrical performance of the system when the
control demand is a 50 Hz, 141.42 Vrms per phase leg (ma = 1 at 400 V dc link) is
summarised in Table 3.5.1. The fundamental voltage is slightly higher than the ideal
demand, but lower than the ideal lossless system case. This shows that voltage drops
in the semiconductors off-set modulation errors caused by capacitor voltage ripple.
This is an important point to note when designing a voltage control loop for the
system. The voltage and current waveforms for the inverter are shown in Figure 3.5.1.
These illustrate well-balanced behaviour over a four-cycle period (80 ms), and it is of
interest that there is a noticeable 12.5 Hz component present in the star-point voltage
of the load with respect to the 0 V neutral voltage of the overall system.
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Figure 3.5.1: Operating waveforms for simulated inverter, load DPF = 0.7
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Electrical Parameter Computed Result
Phase voltage

144.55 Vrms

Phase current

3.32 Arms

Line voltage

248.61 Vrms

Input power

1032 W

Output power

993 W

Total electronics loss

39 W

Efficiency

96.2 %

True power factor

0.690

Fundamental

142.15

Table 3.5.1: Simulated electrical performance of system

The internal operating data for the inverter is also simulated so that device ratings can
be assessed. Table 3.5.2 lists the key voltage parameters of the inverter cell capacitors.
The peak voltage for an individual capacitor in each cell assumes that voltage sharing
is perfect. In a real system, the capacitor reliability would have a significant influence
on the life-time of the whole inverter, and life-time expectancy is related to the peak
operating voltage and operational current. The third plot from the top in Figure 3.5.1
shows the variation in capacitor voltages for all capacitors normalised to the same
common voltage.

Mean voltage (V)

C1

C2

C3

95.0

196.3 307.9

Individual capacitor peak voltage (V) 100.2 103.6 108.1
Ripple current (Arms)

1.74

1.76

1.77

Table 3.5.2: Capacitor operating conditions

The electronic losses are 1.26 W and 0.35 W for the individual IGBTs and antiparallel diodes respectively. There are no significant switching losses, (< 10 mW)
calculated by energy summation at switching transitions under these operating
conditions of a 400 V dc link and at 50 Hz fundamental. The maximum voltages seen
by each switch when in the blocking state are 100.2 V, 124.2 V, 152.6 V and 130.5 V,
in order of the complimentary switch pair nearest the load. The maximum peak is
around the target maximum (150 V), and predicted for the operating load power factor
and ξ values.
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3.5.2 Output Waveform Harmonic Distortion
The THD of the line voltage is 13.22 %, compared to 14.52 % for the theoretical ideal
staircase voltage waveform and is a result of the optimal of balancing pattern selected
for control. The current THD is above the theoretical ideally achieved value, but at
2.98 %, below internationally defined limits. A significant 8.12 V peak at 100 Hz
harmonic is present in the line voltage in addition to the first major peak of 13.89 V at
the fundamental’s 7th harmonic frequency. Figure 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 show the harmonic
spectra of the line voltage and phase currents produced by the simulation. As can be
seen, the filtering effect of the load on the current reduces high-order harmonics,
masking the 100 Hz the most significant frequency component after the 50 Hz
fundamental.

Figure 3.5.2: Line-voltage spectrum, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0
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Figure 3.5.3: Phase-current spectrum, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0

There is a slight difference in the computed line voltage THD, 17.71 % compared to
17.31 %, when the IGBTs are included in the simulation. This is attributable to the
difference in conduction voltage characteristics of diodes and IGBTs. If they were
both equal, then the effect would be a small percentage reduction in the amplitude of
the phase voltage, but no change in relative harmonic content. The voltage difference
in the conduction paths when positive and negative load currents flow, leads to a small
voltage in-phase with the current being present in the phase voltage. When the current
is positive, the output voltage is lower than the ideal case and higher when the current
is negative.
This ac voltage contribution can be seen more clearly if the simulation waveform with
device models included is subtracted from a lossless switch modelled waveform under
the same conditions, as shown in Figure 3.5.4. At any instant, there only four devices
in conduction and could be any combination of diodes or IGBTs depending on the
current path through the inverter cells. The inherent square wave adds odd harmonics
to the overall line-voltage frequency spectrum, and a net unwanted contribution in the
rms of 0.4% of the fundamental. When the relative difference between the
semiconductor switch’s conduction voltage drop and dc link voltage increases, then
this effect will diminish.
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Figure 3.5.4: Electronics voltage drop and phase current

3.5.3 Performance Over Whole Modulation Range
Finally, the performance over the range of output voltage demand is investigated. At
lower modulation index levels, the safe operation of the inverters capacitors and
semiconductors is not an issue, but good regulation of output voltage and power
quality is still expected. Figures 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 show the variation in THD for the
output waveforms as a function of demanded voltage level. As can be seen the
distortion increases with lower ma, as expected. Reasonable levels of phase current
harmonic distortion are demonstrated for a four-cell inverter with optimised balancing
pattern SHE-4H2 control is possible for ma > 0.4.

Figure 3.5.5: Line voltage THD variation over modulation demand
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Figure 3.5.6: Phase current THD variation over modulation demand

Under open-loop conditions, the demanded voltage versus actual output voltage
characteristic will inevitably exhibit non-linear characteristics. The deviation away
from an ideal straight line has to have a low gradient in order to make a control loop
design simple, such as the classic PI controller. To ascertain any problems, the error in
actual fundamental amplitude against ma demand is shown in Figure 3.5.7. This shows
that the variation is continuously differentiable with no sudden changes in gain above
sensible output levels, and the actual error is dominated by the voltage drop
introduced by the semiconductor switches.

Figure 3.5.7: Error in fundamental amplitude
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3.6 Transient Performance of Inverter
Various transient conditions are possible in a real system. The main changes in
operating conditions which could have a bearing on operation and especially cellcapacitor voltage balancing are transients which cause the load current to change.
Variations in the input voltage, variations in load and changes to the demanded output
operating voltage will all lead to transients in the inverter. This section aims to explore
any possible issues arising from these transient conditions.

3.6.1 Effect of DC Link Voltage Changes
The worst case transient conditions for the inverter are rapid changes in dc link
voltage. To test behaviour under these conditions, the simulated voltage source is
turned on and off. This produces a sudden rise in dc link voltage for a step-up
condition, but allows energy transfer stabilisation to occur when the voltage is
removed. In reality, a step-up transient on the dc link would be far more benign than
simulated, due to natural or forced limitation on the dc link charging current. A stepdown transient is akin to a power failure, and so is a valid indication of behaviour.

3.6.1.1 Balancing Pattern Control Behaviour
The effect of a dc link voltage transient on the inverter’s cell-capacitor voltages is
shown in Figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. These show that the ‘open-loop’ balancing pattern
control method cannot cope with significant input voltage deviations in a controlled
and fault-free manner. The behaviour under transient application of dc link voltage is
safely controlled, but the system time-constant is significant. When the dc link source
is removed, the upper capacitors collapse inwards to the lower capacitor voltages. The
cell-capacitor/load time-constant dictates the rate at which the energy in the capacitors
is transferred to the load. Potentially, failures can occur since there can be a shortcircuit path through the bottom transistor and top diode when the outer cell-capacitor’s
voltage is much lower than the inner at the point of cell-commutation. This type of
failure has been investigated by researchers at Toulouse [3.12].
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Figure 3.6.1: Step-up dc link transient, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0

Figure 3.6.2: Failure of dc link transient, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0

3.6.1.2 Improved Control of Cell-Capacitor Voltage Balancing
To improve performance, a certain degree of a priori knowledge is required in the
control, and most importantly feedback signals indicating the capacitor voltage states.
Clearly, under transient dc link voltage conditions, the requirement should be for the
inverter’s internal electronic switch maximum voltages not to exceed a clearly defined
maximum. Therefore, the optimum outcome of an input voltage transient is to have
the capacitor voltages track the direction change in dc link voltage, and keep a
‘balanced’ separation. This will ensure that peak voltages across the switches in the
off state are minimised.
To enforce controlled behaviour under transient dc link conditions, voltage
comparator feedback of each cell-capacitor voltage is required. Then the approach
adopted must control the inverter switches in a sequential manner which transfers
energy from each cell capacitor bank in harmony with each applied voltage level. This
will lead to the required bucking/boosting of the adjacent capacitor towards the stable
state. By analysis of the inverter’s switching states, the required control switching
states are listed in Table 3.6.1 for all conditions.
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Voltage Level

Undervoltage Condition

Overvoltage Condition

I<0

I >= 0

I<0

I >= 0

25 %

0001

1000

1000

0001

50 %

0011

1100

1100

0011

75 %

0111

1110

1110

0111

Table 3.6.1: Switching states for optimum capacitor bucking/boosting

Figures 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 illustrate that the current flow when the capacitor voltages
need to be boosted. The system control will override normal operation and apply these
rules, thus forcing the capacitor voltages towards their equilibrium states. Once the
voltage returns to within a specified hysteresis band, set to be outside the steady-sate
peaks and troughs in the capacitor voltage, the sequence reverts to the optimum
balancing pattern, PATTERN #1.

a) 25 % Voltage (1000)

b) 50 % Voltage (1100)

c) 75 % Voltage (1110)

Figure 3.6.3: Capacitor voltage boosting states when phase current is positive
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a) 25 % Voltage (0001)

b) 50 % Voltage (0011)

c) 75 % Voltage (0111)

Figure 3.6.4: Capacitor voltage boosting states when phase current is negative

In the flying-capacitor inverter, the combination of the actual capacitor voltages on the
synthesised output voltage in intermediary level modes has an effect on the phase
current, which in turn affects the charging of an individual capacitor if it is in the
current path. Also the timing when controlled with the SHE angles is different at each
level. This means that the capacitors will charge at different rates. Therefore, the best
approach is to monitor only one of the capacitor voltages and to use the voltage
condition for deciding when to change operation to this transient mode.
Prior to a source voltage failure, the capacitors will be properly balanced. Once the
input source is removed, if nothing is done, then outer-cell voltages will decay quite
quickly, leading to potentially a large voltage differential across the cell
semiconductors. Therefore, the obvious way to control the inverter in this situation is
to use the voltage level information from the outer cell capacitor and then force
bucking of all capacitors, so that the voltages, including the dc link through recharging, will decay in a far more controlled manner. The same thinking can be
applied to when a sudden step-down change in dc link voltage occurs, but in this case
the inner capacitor should be used to dictate the boosting mode. In reality, it is
unlikely that the dc link voltage will suddenly change like that, since it implies an
infinite input current source.
When this control scheme is simulated, the resultant transient waveforms are shown in
Figures 3.6.5 and 3.6.6. It should be noted that under these conditions, no attempt is
made at modifying the voltage control, and the inverter uses the pre-computed angles
for ma = 1. When the dc link voltage is stepped-up, the capacitor voltages reach their
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steady-state values in roughly a third less time than in the uncontrolled case, thus
limiting the duration of the transient affect on the load. The time taken for the
capacitor voltages to decay is also far quicker, whilst maintaining a positive
differential between the outer and inner cell-capacitor voltages in each case.

Figure 3.6.5: Step-up dc link transient, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0

Figure 3.6.6: Failure of dc link transient, 50 Hz fundamental, ma = 1.0

3.6.2 Load Transient Behaviour
To investigate any possible operating problems for the inverter when the load
characteristics transiently change, simulations were performed on a stepped load. The
load power was changed from 10 % to 100 % of the maximum rated power and back
again. The full power load parameters were set to 38.4 Ω and 91.7 mH giving a 1 kW
with DPF = 0.8. The low power load was set by changing the resistance to 600 Ω
while keeping the inductance the same. The control settings were kept constant at ma
= 1 and f1 = 50 Hz.
Figure 3.6.7 shows the resultant inverter system waveforms when there is a transient
in the load electrical characteristics. It can be clearly seen from the simulations that
there is no requirement for any further control to optimise performance, since there is
very little disturbance in the cell-capacitor and dc link voltages. This is because the
value of cell-capacitance required to ensure safe operation and low voltage ripple is
specified for the maximum charging/discharging current at full load. If the load
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characteristic were to lead to excessive current, such as a shorted load, then additional
measures would be required to protect the inverter.

Figure 3.6.7: Output waveforms and capacitor voltages for load transient

3.6.3 Control Voltage Demand Variations
Simulation of a transient step in demanded output voltage will reveal any possible
inverter issues which will have to be taken into account when designing a voltage
feedback control-loop for the whole system of inverter and load. For these
simulations, the modulation index, ma, is stepped from 0.1 to 1.0 and back again. In
practice, this would not be seen as a sudden step but would be more gradual, reflecting
the dynamics of the voltage loop in a closed loop system. It is useful, however, in
identifying any issues within the safe operation of the inverter when controlled by an
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external control system. The load in this case is fixed to 1 kW and a lagging 0.8 power
factor.
Figures 3.6.8 shows the effect of this stepped demand on the output voltage and
current waveforms of the inverter. The cell-capacitors are also shown, and reveal that
there is no noticeable deviation away from the nominal balanced levels. In the case of
the step-down demand transient, the capacitor voltages remain at the levels they were
at the moment at which the demand was reduced, and will remain so for a
considerable period, or until a larger load current flows because of an increased
voltage demand or load change. In the case of the step-up voltage demand transient,
there is a slight transient change in the mean voltages but it is masked by the ripple
voltage component.

Figure 3.6.8: Output waveforms and capacitor voltages for transient demand
voltage
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These results suggestion that even with an open-loop voltage balancing strategy for
staircase SHE control, there is no complex requirement made on any external voltage
control loop.

3.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the results of the investigation, using the simulator as a
tool, into the behaviour and optimal control of a four-cell, three-phase flying-capacitor
inverter when operated with low commutation frequency selective harmonic
elimination modulation. To aid comparison and for system optimisation, the energy
factor term, ξ, has been used which normalises the system power equation in terms of
cell-capacitor stored energy and load DPF. This is a very useful parameter which can
be applied to different level number flying-capacitor inverters and other control
strategies. It is also possible to compare other multilevel inverters using this term,
since it sets the maximum limit of performance for a given size of capacitor.
The concept of an open-loop pattern based balancing strategy has been introduced,
and shown to work well under steady-state operating conditions. It has also been
shown that pattern selection is very important in optimising output power quality and
maximising the power range for a given set of inverter components. Simple rules have
been identified to optimise the pattern, and they are shown to hold true for every
possible balancing patterns. The methodology for selecting switching states for the
inverter when voltage monitoring is available is shown to offer some improvements in
terms of increased output power and harmonic distortion in the load current.
The analysis of optimal balancing pattern has led to the identification of sets of
normalised design surface plots to aid design of real inverters. This allows a design to
be produced based around a unit cell capacitor, and its maximum performance
identified. Analysis by simulation of the performance of the optimal inverter design
using a realistic power switch model, confirms that design meets the intended
specification.
Further simulation has been conducted on various transient scenarios and the effect on
performance and safe operation analysed. This has shown that behaviour is fairly well
controlled using the sensorless voltage balancing strategy in most cases. However, it
has been shown that to improve behaviour of the capacitor voltage transition to a
balanced state under severe dc link transient conditions, observation of the capacitor
voltages is required, and the control switching patterns adjusted accordingly.
Overall, a SHE scheme offers the possibility to achieve low output current distortion,
and if applied to an active bridge rectifier, levels of distortion below the required
international standards, without very large capacitors. This mode of control is best
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suited to very large, medium to high voltage systems or very high speed machine
applications, where switching losses in the electronics are significant. This is because
the capacitor sizes are significant for the required levels of storing energy in the
system to maintain proper operation. This is due to SHE control being primarily a low
frequency operating scheme with each switching state occurring for a significant
proportion of the overall synthesising period. Another possible application of a flyingcapacitor inverter operating under SHE modulation control would be for a very high
frequency power amplifier using many levels.
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